
Llama Medicine  
Program for Nursing Homes  

“The Ancient Andeans dreamed llamas into existence to communicate at the Soul 
level as our Speechless Brothers and Sisters.” Llamas of Circle Home strives to 
facilitate the interactions between the llamas and the individual to enrich people’s lives. 
Through greeting, approaching, touching, feeding and leading the llamas, the residents 
connect with the llama medicine and therefore with themselves. 


The human animal bond has existed for thousands of years and this relationship is of 
significant importance for human mental and physical health, as well as spiritual growth. 
Llamas are intelligent, calm, gentle, loving, social animals used in animal assisted 



interventions (AAI) for the benefit of human’s well being. It is a reciprocal relationship, as 
is all of life. We give to the llamas, and the llamas give back to us. 


Llamas of Circle Home (LCH) consists of a multidisciplinary team who offer an 
educational and health service with a comprehensive and holistic approach to the 
community. LCH provides opportunities for motivational, educational, therapeutic and/or 
recreational benefits to enhance quality of life. Animal Assisted Interventions (AAI) are 
delivered in a variety of environments by a specially trained professional, 
paraprofessional, and/or volunteer in association with animals that meet specific criteria. 
These are generally the basic, short, meet-and-greet sessions of llamas visiting people in 
hospitals, schools, colleges, long-term care centers, etc. The fact that llamas are calm 
and quiet is part of what makes them such excellent animals for AAI and Animal Assisted 
Therapy (AAT).   


Dynamic: 

Introduction:  
We begin with meeting the llamas. Each llama is an individual with a different view of life.  
We will share their name, their personality, their age and their life stories as well. We share 
the meaning of the names of our llamas from their ancient Andean culture. Knowing the 
meaning of their names gives an insight into the unique world of of the Andes. Llamas are 
very social herd animals. They are very intelligent and have very specific relationship 
dynamics towards the other llamas in the herd.  When they have disagreements they will 
sometimes threaten to spit at each other. The spitting works as a deterrent because most 
llamas find spitting to be unpleasant. Our llamas are not accustomed to spit at people, as 
they have been raised with kindness and respect.






Approach: 
The resident will learn how to approach a 
llama. They are sensitive beings and the 
way to approach a llama is in a gentle 
movement. Being calm, centered and 
confident are keys in this process. It is 
important to be aware of your physical 
movements and intentions. Llamas interact 
in that level as well. They can perceive you 
in profound ways. The llama is generally 
used to being touched on the neck and 
shoulders. Many llamas enjoy hugs, 
especially once they get to know you. It 
can take time to connect with a llama, 
time reminding us to slow down and be 
present. Once we can find our presence with a llama, they will find their 
presence with us. This is an invaluable gift, for ourselves and for the llamas.


Greeting:

Greet the llama as if you were being reunited with an old friend. Find your connection with 
the llama through making eye contact. While engaged with your eyes, lean forward in an 
attempt to place your nose next to the llama’s nose. The llama greets other llamas by 
exchanging breath through the nose. Once you are nose to nose, gently expel your breath 
energy through your nostrils in close proximity to his/hers. Not all llamas who greet this 
way will do it all of the time. It is an offering from the resident to the llama that invites 
closeness. This closeness is amplified by the eye to eye contact with the llama. While this 
seems to be a simple exercise, this connection through eye contact can bring healing on 
many levels. 

Grooming: 
Grooming is an important way to form a relationship with a llama. The llama is most used 
to being groomed on the neck and shoulders. This is the spot to begin to use the brush, 
to get a feel for how it pulls and moves through the fiber. If you would like to brush the 
llama on the neck and body with your bare hand, this is also a way to get the llama to 
know your soft, gentle touch. Once you have begun to touch the llama with your hand 
you may attempt to scratch the llama on the top of the back. You will know right away if 
the llama is receptive to this approach.  


Walking a Llama: (if the location facilitates it)
The patient will be asked to walk a llama through a series of easy obstacles. This will be 
done under the supervision of a trained assistant or volunteer. Simple commands of 
“Walk”, “Stand” and sometimes “Jump” will be used. This is an exercise that brings forth 
connection, requiring the give and take, the cooperation and acceptance of the handler 
and the llama. As you learn how to come into alignment with each other on how to move 
together, you will also grow to know each other. 




Andean Music Environment:  
This activity will be infused with Andean and Native American flute sounds by Andean 
researcher, sound-healer and Peruvian musician Fred Clarke Alvarez. His sounds add an 
element to the experience that sets a mood and also offers a healing element into the 
Llama Medicine Experience. (www.fredclarkealvarez.com).


Giving thanks:
The resident will be invited to thank the llama and feed them to reinforce the bonding.


Objective: The central objective of this activity is to put the resident in a position of open 
heart, allowing good intentions and love to flow within, while expressing positive emotions 
to the llama. This leads to improvements for all psychosocial outcomes (including 
cognitive, behavioral, social and emotional components) and neuro-sensory stimulation. 
Stress relief, education, social interaction, sensitivity and connection with nature are also 
part of the objectives.


Work areas: 

The Llama Medicine Experience for nursing homes (in Animal Assisted Intervention) 
promotes trust, self-control of emotions and improves self-esteem. Concentration, 
attention capacity and positive impact on memory may also result from these positive 
interactions. Empathy and self-confidence levels are often raised. In some cases, the 
interactions with the llama can promote fine and coarse motor coordination. 
Communication with the llama intuitively increases one’s connection with the sacredness 
of Nature. Connection and social interaction between animals and humans can be a life 
learning/teaching lesson. These are the work areas:


• Language

• Cognitive

• Social relationships 

• Emotional


http://www.fredclarkealvarez.com/


Objectives according to the work area: 

Language area: 
The participants achieve a greater verbal expression both with the members of the team 
and with other residents in the session and institution.

State certain words and phrases previously learned, which correspond to simple 
commands for llamas.

Evoke and verbally express information related to the therapy animal, activities of daily 
life, daily tasks, etc.


Cognitive area: 
Reinforce short-term memory by learning and evoking words and phrases that 
correspond to simple commands for llamas, their characteristics, team names, among 
others.


Area of social relations: 
Foster greater interaction among the participants through interactive exercises and 
walks through the institution.

Highlight the importance of their individual and group work within the institution for 
healthy coexistence.


Emotional area: 
Increase self-esteem, responsibility and empathy.

Increase the sense of self-efficacy.

Increase the sense of belonging and usefulness of the participants both for the 
institution and for their community.





The way we work: (2 modalities)


1. LLAMA VISIT

Development of a visit (60 min)

It would be a casual Animal Assisted Intervention (AAI) 
to all the residents, including the staff of the nursing 
home. We would work with one trained llama to bring 
the experience to each resident, providing the 
assistance and care for the individual and the llama. 

2. LLAMA THERAPY SESSION (4, 8 or 12 
sessions)

Development of the session (60 min each)



1. Ritual of Entry: Presentation of LCH team and participants
Time: 10 minutes

Participants will be asked to remember and mention the names of LCH team members and llamas 
as well as the residents of the institution. Interaction with the llama, grooming, touching and 
greeting. 

2. First Exercise: Getting to know your llama
Time: 15 minutes

Training your llama. Getting trained by your llama. Walk, stand and handling. This is part of training 
the handlers (residents) so they can bring the llamas to other people in the institution in the next 
exercise if its possible. The objective of this exercise is to create confidence, trust, self-reliance, to 
increase self-esteem and decrease anxiety of the resident who is training his or her llama.

3. Second exercise: Sharing the llama medicine interaction with others 
Time: 20 minutes

The objective of this exercise is to evoke the sense of usefulness through interaction with other 
residents and members of the institution. Participants will be asked to visit other residents of the 
institution while handling the llama, with the supervision of a LCH team member, so they can share 
the llama with other people, and teach them how to greet, groom and interact with the llama. 

During this second exercise we will incorporate other healing art activities such as music, drawing 
and working with llama wool .  

4. Closure
Time: 5 minutes
Participants are asked what comments they have about the activity, how they have felt and how we 
can improve as a team.
During the closing, two brief dynamics are made:

The participants are asked to share about their experience with the llama. Meanwhile, they are told 
the importance of caring for llamas because they depend on us and they help many other people 
wherever they go. The participants are asked to help the team to clean and care for the llamas. 
Then, they are asked what their functions are in the institution and what would happen if they 
stopped doing it (sense of usefulness).

5. Departure Ritual: Farewell
Time: 5 minutes
The residents are thanked for helping with the llama training and for bringing the llama medicine to 
their community. Finally, they will be told that llamas must go for now to rest and they will see each 
other again. The participants give a farewell (nose to nose) to the llamas, closing their time 
together.




              

www.experiencellamas.com  

http://www.experiencellamas.com

